
Comment

Contents race a s a scientific term was seriously
flawed. Yee et al. have reinforced that con-

Dole on Yee et al 40 elusion.
Rushton on Yee et al 40 l propose, therefore, that applied and
Jensen on Yee et al 41 scientific psychologists drop race because it
Eisenmanon Yeeet a l " " Z Z ! " Z " " ^ 4 2 i s a hopelessly ambiguous and politicized
Sun on Yee et al 43 descriptor of alleged human subspecies. Psy-
Fish on Yee et al 44 chologists should retain race only in rela-
Levin on Yee et al 45 tion to attributed group membership or stud-
Fairchild et al. Rep ly"" !Z" I ! !^ ! " I^" 46 ies of attitudes. Thus racism is certainly of
Day and Tappan on Sampson 47 interest when it refers to a popular belief
Kuhlman on Sampson 48 that some group is superior, inferior, or dif-
Blanch et al. on Sampson 49 ferent on some characteristic.
Silverstein on Sampson 50 What are the practical consequences if
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ psychologists abandon race? For a serious

inquiry that addresses, for example, indi-
vidual differences on a particular variable
(intelligence, athletic ability, personality,
etc.) in relation to group membership, I rec-

Why Not Drop Race ommend that investigators collect data about
as a Term? a number of separate characteristics—gen-

der, age, occupation, education, religion,
Arthur A Dole parent education, parent occupation, income,

Trenton ME generation in the United States, country of
ancestral origin, and so on. However, in

After they reviewed the recent literature designing categories for human populations
regarding race, most of it published since t h ey s h o u l d a v o i d s k i n c o l o r (b l a c k ' red>
1970, Yee, Fairchild, Weizmann, and Wyatt y e l l o w ' white)> continental origin (African,
(November 1993) called for a blue-ribbon Asian)> ^thropological designation (Cau-
interdisciplinary commission to develop a c a s i a n )> o r c o l o n i a l h l s t o r v (Latino). In cur-
frame of reference. As an undergraduate r e n t P r a c t i c e (e-g- u s - c e n s u s > t h e s e c h a r "
more than half a century ago, I encountered acteristics are often combined in a multiple-
considerable confusion, disagreement, and c h o i c e f o r m a t : b u t theV l a c k l o 8 i c a l c o n s i s "
contradiction about race in introductory t e n c y ' md t h ey "«loose and leaky catego-
courses in psychology, sociology, anthro- ries- A PP l i e d t o a s i n 8 l e individual in a
pology, and biology. Even among promi- c l i n i c a I situation, a racial term reveals little
nent psychologists there was little unifor- o r n o t h i n 8 - I f a r a c i a l category is reported as
mity. For example, Henry Garrett (1945), a g ^ P m e a n - variability may be overlooked
the Columbia statistician, had close ties with aad overgeneralization encouraged. An in-
the eugenics movement. Robert Yerkes t e n s i v e f a m i l y hist0TV i s f a r m o r e P r o d u c -
(1921), the specialist on primate behavior t i v e - A f t e r m o r e t h a n 7 0 v e a r s of confusion,
and a father of the Army Alpha, presented a blue-ribbon commission is hardly neces-
evidence about differences in intelligence s a ry to a d v i s e psychologists to avoid popu-
by race. On the other hand, the research of l a r r a c i a l categories in their research or prac-
experimental social psychologists like Otto
Klineberg (1935), who showed that the test
scores of African American children were
associated with educational opportunities,
helped to justify school integration. In de-
fining race in 1958, English and English
remarked, "many authorities would aban-
don the term as suggesting meanings con-
trary to fact" (p. 435). I concluded then that

tice.
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In their critique of my work on the biologi-
cal differences among human races, Yee,
Fairchild, Weizmann, and Wyatt (Novem-
ber 1993) hold that the usual principles of
classification and construct validity in sci-
ence—based on a network of predictive re-
lationships, including item, subject, and sam-
ple aggregations—do not apply because an-
thropologists and geneticists have not de-
fined the term "race" to their own satisfac-
tion. It follows, they imply, that my work is
at best unreliable and at worst unethical,
and they call for the American Psychologi-
cal Association to institute guidelines for
editors who have to deal with "Rushton-
type submissions" (p. 1134).

A race, it should be clear, is what zool-
ogists term a geographic variety or subdivi-
sion of a species characterized by a more or
less distinct combination of traits (morpho-
logical, behavioral, physiological) that are
heritable. Zoologists have identified two or
more races in many mammalian species. In
humans, the three major races of Mongol-
oid, Caucasoid, and Negroid can be distin-
guished on the basis of obvious differences
in skeletal morphology, hair and facial fea-
tures, and molecular genetic information.
Forensic anthropologists regularly classify
the skeletons of decomposed victims by race.
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For example, narrow nasal passages and a
short distance between eye sockets mark a
Caucasoid, distinct cheekbones identify a
Mongoloid, and nasal openings shaped like
an upside down heart typify a Negroid
(Ubelaker & Scammel, 1992). The race of a
perpetrator is increasingly identifiable from
blood, semen, and hair samples. To deny
the predictive validity of race at this level is
absurd, as was Yee et al.'s (1993) sugges-
tion that "obviousness" (p. 1134) in geo-
graphic variation in morphology is not in-
dicative of racial variation.

Biologists use molecular information
to work out genetic distances among popu-
lations and even to relate these to the times
that languages split (Cavalli-Sforza,
Menozzi, & Piazza, 1993). On the assump-
tion that mutation rates are constant across
time and locale, current estimates are that
modern humans evolved in Africa some-
time after 200,000 years ago, with an Afri-
can/non-African split occurring approxi-
mately 110,000 years ago and a Mongoloid/
Caucasoid split approximately 41,000 years
ago. Evolutionary selection pressures are
far different in the hot African savanna,
where Negroids evolved, from those in the
cold Arctic environment, where Mongol-
oids evolved. Hence, it was predictable that
these geographic races would show genetic
differences in numerous traits.

The evolutionary sequence explains the
how and why of the clustering found on
race differences around the world. As I clear-
ly show in my book Race, Evolution and
Behavior: A Life History Perspective (1995),
on more than 60 variables, Mongoloids and
Negroids are most dissimilar to each other,
with Caucasoids intermediate, albeit with
great variability within each broad group-
ing. This racial matrix includes measures of
speed of physical maturation, personality,
family stability, law-abidingness, reproduc-
tive behavior, sex hormones, twinning rate,
brain size, intelligence, and social organiza-
tion.

I propose that gene-culture coevolu-
tion explains these differences better than
do 100% environmental or 100% genetic
alternatives. No known environmental vari-
able can explain why Mongoloids average
larger cranial capacities but produce fewer
gametes than do Negroids. Only evolution-
ary theories based on life-history analyses
predict such a trade-off (Rushton, 1991,
1995).

In order to increase scientific under-
standing of human diversity, it is necessary
to rise above both "racist" and "antiracist"
ideology and to broaden the focus beyond
that of Yee et al. (1993). Their article was
limited to the United States, except for pass-
ing mention of European imperialism, South

Africa, and World War II genocide. But
most Black and Asian people do not live in
European-run nations, and the Caucasoid
race includes Arabs and East Indians.

With data from around the world, it
has been repeatedly found that the races
differ not only in cognitive ability (Lynn,
1991) but also in brain size, even after cor-
rections are made for body size. In a strati-
fied random sample of 6,325 U.S. Army
personnel measured in 1988 for the fitting
of helmets, I found that after adjusting for
the effects of body size, sex, and military
rank, self-defined Asians, Whites, and
Blacks averaged cranial capacities, respec-
tively, of 1,416, 1,380, and 1,359 cubic cen-
timeters (Rushton, 1992). With data from
tens of thousands of people from around the
world, collated by the International Labour
Office in Geneva, Switzerland, in 1990, I
found that after adjusting for effects of body
size and sex, samples from the Pacific Rim,
from Europe, and from Africa averaged cra-
nial capacities, respectively, of 1,308,1,297,
and 1,241 cubic centimeters (Rushton,
1994). Converging modern (post-1980) ev-
idence for this pattern comes from indepen-
dent methodologies based on wet brain
weight from autopsies and endocranial vol-
ume from skulls (Rushton, 1995). Even head
perimeter measured at birth reveals race
differences; and in 19,000 Black and 17,000
White children, head perimeter at birth cor-
related with IQ at age seven from 0.10 to
0.20 (Broman, Nichols, Shaugnessy, &
Kennedy, 1987).

The racial differences, however, should
not be overgeneralized, as some of them are
quite small. In the U.S. Army data, for ex-
ample, only a 4% difference separated Asian
Americans from African Americans, and
Black officers averaged a larger cranial ca-
pacity than did White enlisted personnel
(Rushton, 1992). It is problematic to gener-
alize from a group average to an individual.
Yee et al. (1993) seriously misrepresented
my position when they stated that I "inter-
preted this variation as error" (p. 1134).
Rather, it represents natural variation, like-
ly genetically based, that is common to all
studied animal populations.

Yee et al.'s (1993) call for official reg-
ulation of the scientific concept of race, if
taken seriously, constitutes a threat to free
inquiry. For too many, work on the genetics
of intelligence, and racial differences there-
in, is a challenge to the enlightenment as-
sumption that knowledge is always better
than ignorance. But scholars have accepted
that the earth is not the center of the uni-
verse and that man's closest living relatives
are the chimpanzees. We can yet affirm our
common heritage by accepting our differ-
ences.
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Because Yee, Fairchild, Weizmann, and
Wyatt (November 1993) devoted a third of
their article to a section concerning me and
my research on racial differences in abili-
ties, I feel obliged to comment. Although
they made no pointed or valid criticism of
my work, they did not seem to approve it.
They urged the American Psychological As-
sociation (APA) officially to pronounce
"guidelines" for research and publication
on this topic. Evaluations by a panel of
appropriately selected journal referees, judg-
ing each study individually on its scientific
merits, was apparently considered inade-
quate to ensure "disciplinewide consensus
and monitoring" of psychological research
involving race. Rather than writing a point-
by-point critique of Yee et al.'s hodgepodge
of muddled complaints, which would be
otiose, I will use this limited space to com-
ment on more substantive issues.

My research, like virtually all other
psychological (and medical) research on
race, is based on samples comprising per-
sons who are self-identified (or parent-iden-
tified) as being of a particular racial ances-
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